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 Filter Type Max. ΔP at Normal Max. Line Velocity 
  Operating Temperature (ft / sec )
 Suction Strainers 1” Hg (1/2 PSI) 5

 Suction Line Filters ≤50% of max. allowed by 5 

  pump manufacturer 

 Return Line Filters* ≤50% of filter by-pass valve 15

 Pressure Filters ≤50% of filter by-pass valve 25

Fluid Viscosity & Flow Capacity
In an effort to determine the flow capacity of filter it is important to consider the viscosity of the fluid being con-
ditioned.  Pressure drop ( ΔP) produced by flow through a filter is directly proportional to the viscosity of the 
fluid.  At a set flow rate, a fluid with a lower viscosity will produce less pressure drop (and greater flow capacity) 
than that of a fluid with higher viscosity.

Fluid Viscosity & Temperature
A fluid's viscosity is governed by its temperature.  As a fluid's temperature increases, its viscosity decreases.  
Fluid manufacturer’s viscosity charts should be used to determined the viscosity of the fluid at its normal oper-
ating temperature.

Estimating Pressure Drop (ΔP)
All pressure drop data found in this catalog is based on 150 SUS oil.  If the fluid to be filtered in your application 
has a viscosity of 150 SUS and a specific gravity of 0.9 at the system’s normal operating temperature, the pres-
sure drop values can be taken directly off the graphs.  For fluids that do not match, a quick estimate can be 
determined by the following:

 
ΔPEstimated = ΔPGraph x x System Viscosity (SUS) System Specific Gravity (SG) 

 150 .9

Filter Application Guidelines

* Return line filters should always include a by-pass valve.  Flow intensification
  should also be considered.

Diffusers & Suction Strainers
Using tank diffusers helps prevent air entrainment in hydraulic systems.  With the proper placement of a baffle 
between a diffuser and a suction strainer pump, cavitation can be curtailed.  It is recommended to install 
diffusers and strainers in the bottom 1/3 of the reservoir.

Filler Breathers
Ingression of contaminants through the air can be reduced by using a breather with a filtration rating equal to or 
better than the hydraulic system rating.

On systems with a fairly constant fluid level in the reservoir, a pressurized filler breather can increase the pump 
inlet pressure. Generally, the more pressure a pump has at its inlet, the quieter it will run.

Useful Formulas & Conversions

 Pipe Velocity (fps) = 

 Pump Outlet Flow (gpm) =

 1 bar = 14.5 PSI 1 PSI = 2.04 in. Hg 1 ft H2O = .433 PSI

 1 cm3 = 0.06102 in3 1 L = 61.0234 in3 1 gal (US) = 231 in3

Guide Lines / Formulas / Conversions

.3208 x Flow Rate (GPM) 

Internal Area (in2)

RPM x Pump Displacement 

231

in3 

rev




